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So ‚cancelled‘ has become the taboo word of the year. We 
are still being advised to avoid all kinds of face-to-face 
meetings and to maintain a safe distance from one another 
in order to prevent the further spread of the coronavirus. 
This is the reason why so many of our trade events have 
been cancelled or postponed for this year. We cannot at 
present foretell how much longer we will have to put up 
with these restrictions – any more than we can predict the 
human, social and economic impact of the pandemic.

As representatives of the geotechnics, tunnelling, min-
ing and natural resources industries it now falls on us 
more than ever to ensure that our expertise is brought to 
bear in tracking future developments in these key sectors. 
Environmental and climate protection, the availability 
and consumption of resources, eco-friendly logistics and 
an environmentally compatible lifestyle, which essentially 
means the way we shape our infrastructure, along with re-
source usage in the construction industry and the extrac-
tion of raw materials – these are all matters that cannot 
simply be shelved because of the corona outbreak. In fact 
it has probably made them more important and more 
urgent now than before! Our experience and our down-
to-earth knowledge of things, combined with an ability 
to produce innovative schemes and ideas, can therefore 
contribute enormously to the world of tomorrow. 

As well as all its negative consequences the corona 
crisis has also created various opportunities and options 
that would not have been conceivable at the beginning 
of the year. Could you have imagined, for example, that 
the process of digitisation at the workplace, in schools 
and universities and in our private lives too would have 

been given the kind of positive boost that we have seen 
– and all ‚born out of adversity‘.  

This first edition of GeoResources EXPO aims to 
continue the process of technical and scientific exchange 
against all the odds of cancelled meetings and events and 
will be communicating in a concise form various topi-
cal and relevant messages from participating companies. 
We have managed to put together some very interesting 
themes that will be of relevance to all sectors across the 
industry. Just contact the companies directly if you wish 
to discuss things further – you can do this via the given 
e-mail addresses and websites or by setting up a personal 
meeting at some future point. 

We believe that a rational mix of different tools 
and media is the best way to establish efficient  com-
munication and publicity channels going forward.  
GeoResources Expo, which is freely available on our 
portal and right across the internet, sits alongside our 
other products – GeoResources Journal, Zeitschrift and 
Market Place – in providing another effective commu-
nication medium – and remember that visitors to our 
website are never logged or tracked. So, on that note 
may we wish you stimulating reading as you peruse the 
company messages on the relevant issues of the day. And 
of course we look forward to seeing you all again before 
too long when industry events and activities resume.

With our very best wishes
your GeoResources Team 
 
Katrin Brummermann and Manfred König
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Reliable across rough Terrain

BEUMER Group based in Beckum, Germany, with 
group companies around the globe develops and imple-
ments system solutions which provide greater efficiency 
in the mining and bulk industry. The company can draw 
on more than 80 years of experience in this international 
sector. Controlled growth, a global presence and a wide 
product range in conveying and loading, palletizing and 
packaging technology ensure the long-term success of 
the company. BEUMER Group employs around 4,500 
people and achieved an annual turnover of around 950 
million euros in 2019.

Fig. 1: Overland 
conveyors often 
run through rough 
terrain...

The overland conveyors and Pipe Conveyors of 
BEUMER Group can be used by companies in the 
mining industry to transport various bulk materials, 
even over long distances and often through rough ter-
rain (Figs. 1 and 2). This is generally faster, more cost-
efficient and environmentally friendly than trucking. 
High angles of inclination and tight curve radii enable 
individual routing adapted to the respective task and to-
pography.  BEUMER Group relies on camera-equipped 
drones for the planning, projection, implementation 
and documentation of these systems. Using special soft-
ware solutions, the system supplier evaluates the aerial 
photographs photogrammetrically to generate digital 
terrain models.

BEUMER Group also provides belt and central 
chain bucket elevators for safe and economic vertical 
transport of all powders and small-sized bulk materials, 
e. g. raw meal, cement, grits, sand or concentrated ores.

For storage yards for special material blending the 
BEUMER Group installs stackers and reclaimers. These 
stack the bulk material and guarantee a maximum 
blending effect. Customers can also efficiently homo-
genise large quantities of various bulk materials and thus 
ensure the uniformity of the raw materials used.

To ensure efficient loading, BEUMER Group sup-
plies ship loaders (Fig. 3). They consist of a fixed boom 
with an extendable telescopic belt conveyor. This al-
lows ships to be filled efficiently. The systems are also 
equipped with a dedusting unit which keeps the process 
emission-free. Furthermore, BEUMER Group manu-
factures loading heads for fast and dustfree loading of 
bulk materials into silo vehicles. Their double-walled 
design separates the dedusting system from the material 
inlet. BEUMER Group has developed mobile loading 
units that can be adapted to the length of the vehicle. It 
also offers various telescopic systems for loading open 
vehicles without generating dust. 

In addition, BEUMER Group offers comprehensive 
customer support in order to ensure high levels of avail-
ability for its customers’ machines and systems. It com-
prises intensive customer service, flexible service agree-
ments, individual modernizations, efficient spare parts 
supply, extensive training for the users, and residential 
service. 

BEUMER Group GmbH & Co. KG

Fig. 2:  
... and over  unstable ground. 
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Contact: 
www.beumergroup.com
beumer@beumergroup.com

BEUMER Group GmbH & Co. KG

beumer.com

SOME THINK THAT 
RAW MATERIALS  
TRANSPORT  
REQUIRES  
TRUCKING.
WE THINK  
DIFFERENT.

OverlandConveyor_truck_Cement_Mining_GeoResources_210x149_EN.indd   1 23.03.20   15:03

Fig. 3: With loading systems from BEUMER Group, the bulk material is safely transferred into the ship’s cargo hold.

https://www.beumergroup.com
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RUN-E Electric Cruiser – 
100 % Power    |    0 % Local Emission

As a well-established specialist in automotive electron-
ics Huber Automotive has been successfully driving 
product development and JV networking with a view to 
meeting the growing demand for e-mobility solutions, 
battery management tools and energy storage systems, 
as well as sophisticated vehicle electronics.

E-mobility and hybrid vehicle concepts 
as an all-in-one solution

The e-drive/hybrid division supplies e-mobility and hy-
brid vehicle units as an all-in-one solution. 

Like the original, the electric version of the Toyota 
Land Cruiser is designed for use in extreme environ-
ments and remains a 2WD/4WD vehicle both with 
and without reduction gearing. It is ideal for operating 
in rough terrain, especially in the mining industry.

The e-drive system comprises standard compo-
nents from leading suppliers. These are arranged into 
a new architecture that best exploits their individual 
strengths. This is all made possible thanks to the core 
element of the system, Huber’s innovative control 
unit that uses a 32-bit power architecture to extract 
peak performance from the individual components 
under ideal thermal conditions. As well as providing 
for overall system integration and control this high-
performance platform operates via WLAN to enable 
access to diagnostic data by smartphone or using the 
operator’s own server.

Relevant data on permanent  
dashboard display

The vehicle’s instrument panel has an implanted digi-
tal 10.6-inch display with integral speaker and user  
interfaces designed to show all key data, such as battery 
charge, system temperature and speed. A rear-view cam-
era can also be fitted and its images displayed in picture-
in-picture mode.

A powerful performer on road and on 
rough ground – above and below ground

The RUN-E Land Cruiser has a peak performance of 
90 kW at a maximum torque of 1,410 Nm. The standard 
version can climb gradients of up to 45 %, while fitting 
the extra ‚high off-road‘ equipment creates a vehicle 
with a theoretical gradeability of 95 %. 

The high-performance 35-kWh battery has a maxi-
mum range of 150 km on-road and between 80 and 
100 km off-road. The RUN-E Land Cruiser can reach 
speeds of up to 130 km/h on normal road surfaces, while 
35 km/h is possible off-road on gradients up to 15 %. 

By fitting add-on packages, such as battery cooling 
or heating and an air-conditioning system, the RUN-E 
Electric Cruiser can be adapted to suit individual mine-
site conditions. If required, a climate control unit can 
even be fitted for the vehicle’s passenger area.

The electric version delivers 100 % pollution-free 
travel and this greatly enhances the health and safety 
of the workforce, especially underground, where it also 
significantly cuts expenditure on vehicle maintenance, 
operating supplies, less brake wear and mine ventilation.

Eyecatcherbild nach Auswahl

The electric version of the Electric Cruiser Kit  
delivers 100 % pollution-free travel. 
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Kontakt: 
www.huber-automotive.com
info@huber-automotive.com

 

About Huber Automotive
As a well-established specialist in automotive electronics Huber 
Automotive has been successfully driving product development and 
JV networking with a view to meeting the growing demand for ge-
neral vehicle electronics, as well as for e-mobility solutions, battery 
management tools and energy storage systems.

Huber Automotive‘s development and production expertise 
has made it the core company in the Huber Group. Having previ-
ously focused on emissions reduction solutions the company has 
now switched to pioneering vehicle drive technologies. Expanding 
the core business to take in new market segments – with electronic 
control systems for conventional and alternative drives – has cre-
ated an ideal platform that will continue to sustain the company in 
the years ahead.

https://www.huber-automotive.com/
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Sustainable nonwovens for the 
Construction Industry

Sustainability is becoming increasingly important in all 
aspects of daily life. Geotechnical solutions have long 
been contributing to more sustainable working in the 
construction industry. With a biodegradable nonwo-
ven, the geosynthetics manufacturer NAUE is now tak-
ing the next logical step. 

Classical nonwovens

Nonwoven geotextiles have been used successfully for 
many decades in many areas of earthworks and road 
construction, in hydraulic engineering and in gardening 
and landscaping for separation, filtration, protection 
and drainage functions. The most common raw mate-
rials for the production of nonwovens are the plastics 
polypropylene (PP) and polyester (PET). For applica-
tions where a particularly long durability of the non-
woven is required, these classic nonwovens are the best 
solution.

Sustainability

When it comes to assessing the ecological footprint, 
measured for example by CO2 emissions, the use of 
geosynthetics often has significant advantages. In re-
cent years, several comparative life-cycle analyses with 
different construction methods were carried out on 
example projects. Almost all the results show a signifi-
cant reduction in the greenhouse gas CO2 when using 

geosynthetics instead of conventional construction 
methods.  

The Image

Plastics have increasingly had to struggle with a poor 
reputation in recent years. Starting with the topic of 
plastics in the world’s oceans, more and more stud-
ies on microplastics in the environment are attracting 
media attention. Concerns about the use of plastics are 
increasing in the construction industry too. Both au-
thorities and private clients are increasingly looking for 
alternatives. 

The Solution

NAUE has developed such an alternative for applica-
tions where an extremely long service life of the non-
woven is not required: Secutex® Green, a biodegradable 
nonwoven.

The Cycle

The production of Secutex® Green uses exclusively or-
ganic, natural, regenerative raw materials. This allows 
entry into the circular economy and thus the develop-
ment of sustainable types of economic system. The cer-
tified biodegradability in accordance with the respective 

NAUE GmbH & Co. KG

Use of sustainable nonwovens from NAUE in hydraulic engineering, 
e. g. for bank protection

Use of sustainable nonwovens from NAUE for  
temporary applications such as access roads
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NAUE GmbH & Co. KG
applicable standards for industrial and domestic com-
posting has been confirmed by independent institutes. 
Soil organisms, micro-organisms and fungi, as well as 
the influence of oxygen contribute to the biological 
degradation of the product. Scientific studies show that 
animal stomach acid attacks the material, so there is no 
need to fear any danger to living creatures if fibres are 
ingested. 

The Quality

Consistent quality is guaranteed by the controlled 
production process of the fibres used and the nonwo-
ven fabric. The best possible mechanical properties are 
achieved with industrially produced staple fibres. The 
fibres are made from 100 % regenerative raw materials 
from certified sources in a sustainable industrial pro-
cess. Here, particular emphasis is placed on the recy-
cling of process water and an overall 95 % lower water 
consumption than, for example, in the processing of 
cotton fibre.

The Applications

In many applications, long-term product properties are 
not necessary. The range of applications and the service 
life depend on site factors such as the soil, water and cli-
matic conditions of the respective project. Typical ap-
plications are:

About  NAUE
NAUE GmbH & Co. KG is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of 
geosynthetics. With 500 employees, the company operates from its 
headquarters in Germany and from worldwide subsidiaries and of-
fices. NAUE maintains its own research department and engineering 
office for customer-specific inquiries.
Kontakt: www.naue.com
info@naue.com

Secutex® Green
The biodegradable nonwoven geotextile

RENEWABLE RAW MATERIALS

METABOLISABLE

BIODEGRADABLE

SUSTAINABLE

Secutex® Green
The biodegradable nonwoven geotextile

Secutex® Green is available in the 
robustness classes GRK 2 (low) to 
GRK 5 (high). The biodegradability 
is certifi ed by TÜV Austria. Contact 
us for more information. 

www.naue.com

Anzeige_Secutex_Green_DT_EN.indd   2 25.05.20   10:08

 ▶ Separation, filtration, and protection layers
 ▶ Gardening and landscaping
 ▶ Construction of both temporary and permanent 

roads
 ▶ Bank protection / natural waterway development
 ▶ Coastal protection (nonwoven fabric and/or sand 

containers)
 ▶ Scour protection (sand containers)

https://www.naue.com
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Pit Thermal Energy Storages 
(PTES) Effectively Sealed

Contact: 
www.solmax.com
tlabda@solmax.com

Ponds for Storage of thermal Energy 
from Environmentally friendly Sources
Renewable energy sources protect the environment and 
the climate. CO2 emission and the resulting negative 
effects need to be reduced as quickly as possible. The 
start with 2019 was marked by discussions on climate 
change  –  particularly in Europe. The “Fridays for Fu-
ture” demonstrations and environmental disasters all 
contributed to this. Corona-related economic stimulus 
packages are being drawn up. These promote not only 
the economy in general, but also the protection of the 
climate and the environment.

The use of renewable-energy sources depends 
largely on the availability to store the energy. This is 
in order to bridge the gap between energy production 
and its use. So-called Pit Thermal Energy Storages 
(PTES) are well suited to the flexible supply of district 

Fig. 1: Construc-
tion of a Pit Thermal 
Energy Storage in 
Vojens in 2014
Source:  Vojens Fjernvarme

heating, for example from solar energy or waste heat 
(Fig. 1).

Special Challenges for Storage Sealing
PTES must be effectively sealed to the base and at the 
sides, and with an airside floating cover. Particular chal-
lenges for the sealing system result from the high tem-
peratures of the water in the reservoirs and the UV ex-
posure of the cover. As GSE Lining Technology GmbH, 
Hamburg, Germany, a Solmax Company, Headoffice in 
Canada, we have been involved in sealing such PTES 
for nearly a decade (Figs. 1 and 2), and these storage 
ponds have proven themselves in practice. We offer the 
geosynthetic sealing products as a system and their pro-
fessional installation from a single source.

Products for the PTES
Suitable products (Fig. 3) must be used to seal the stor-
age ponds (Fig. 2) – in particular geomembranes with 
sufficient resistance to the high water temperatures and 
with high resistance to UV radiation for the floating 
cover above the water in the storage. However, it is not 
only the individual components that matter for using 
the heat, but the way in which they interact within the 
system; the system must be designed specifically for the 
project and include components for filling, evacuating, 
and circulating water etc.

Execution of the PTES
In addition to consistent monitoring of the geosynthet-
ic product manufacturing, we place great importance 
on high-quality project execution. The timely planning 
of the most suitable sealing system in the context of the 

GSE Lining Technology GmbH –  

A Solmax Company

Fig. 2: System 
sketch of a Pit Ther-
mal Energy Storage 
(PTES)

SUBGRADE

SUBGRADE

HOT WATER

HEAT
EXCHANGER

DISTRICT HEATING

HEAT SOURCE

stone-free, sufficiently
compacted sand

BasisProtect
High Temperature

geomembrane

 Color geomembrane

High Temperature
geomembrane

Thermal insulation

FabriNet

FabriNet

PIT LINING

FLOATING COVER
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BasisProtect High Temperature HyperNet

HD FabriNet Color

2

BasisProtect High Temperature HyperNet

HD FabriNet Color

2

Fig. 3: Possible Solmax sealing products for Pit Thermal Energy Storages (PTES)

About Solmax
Solmax is the world’s largest geosynthetics manufacturer with plants in North America, Europe, 
Asia, and the Middle East. Used in critical applications in more than 60 countries by the biggest 
names in mining, petroleum, waste management, water, and civil engineering, our products con-
tain and drain – creating a layer of protection between our most precious resource, the earth, and 
the waste and contaminants that result from human activity, industry, mining, and the use of fossil 
fuels. Our mission is to enable progress with minimal damage to the environment. Agile and inno-
vation-led, Solmax aims to reshape the geosynthetics industry, applying digital technologies and 
state-of-the-art R&D expertise to deliver advanced solutions that are even more reliable, stronger, 
resistant to contaminants, and affordable, even in developing countries.

overall structure and good coordination of the inter-
faces to adjacent trades play a key role. In particular, the 
professional execution of the installation and welding 
work are absolutely essential. Our teams receive regu-
lar professional training and have the relevant certifi-
cations for an approved specialist contractor. We are a 
member of the relevant Quality Associations. Thus, the 
strict observance of the DVS welding guidelines will be 
achieved. DVS e. V. is the German welding society.

Conclusion and Outlook
In recent years, Pit Thermal Energy Storages (PTES) 
have proven their worth in the flexible provision of dis-
trict heating from renewable energy sources. They are a 
valuable contribution to implementing the energy tran-
sition. For the construction of further PTES, we offer 
you our experience, our products, and our services to 
guarantee an expert installation. A more detailed tech-
nical paper on the sealing of PTES will be published in 
GeoResources Journal in English and in GeoResources 
Zeitschrift in German. For further information please 
contact us. With our skills and experience, we want to 
contribute to the economic provision of energy, and to 
the protection of the earth’s resources.

THE LEADING 
GEOSYNTHETICS 
MANUFACTURER 
IN THE WORLD

http://www.gseworld.com
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Maximum biodegradability –  
oil-free hydraulic Fluids

Baseline Situation

Mineral oil-based and bio-based hydraulic fluids are 
used in many of today’s hydraulic systems. If the hy-
draulic cylinders are immersed in water or if the ma-
chinery is operating in a particular type of environment, 
as is found in mining and steel making as well as in the 
chemical and paper industries, these fluids have to meet 
a specific set of requirements. Fire and explosion pro-
tection is often a key consideration. However, when 
planning to change the fluids in a hydraulic system the 
actual performance of the new product generally takes 
precedence above all other considerations. 

Water-based hydraulics have undergone such a per-
formance development in recent years that these new 
fluid products can now be considered as the right op-
tion for those wanting to go oil free.

Equipment Protection and Performance

Production engineers see hydraulic equipment as criti-
cal to their company’s operations. A stoppage in this 
area can often bring the entire production line to a halt, 
which is why low-wear regimes are now very much in 
demand. And CORSAVE, LUBESAVE and FREEZE-
SAVE hydraulic products from Fluid-Competence 
are designed with this very much in mind. They offer 
longer runtimes, improved corrosion protection and 
better prevention of sludge buildup, with no loss of per-
formance.

Fire Prevention  

Given that hydraulic fluids from Fluid-Competence 
were initially developed for use below ground in lead-
ing makes of machinery they are inherently fire resist-
ant and also offer maximum explosion protection. As a 
result they provide enhanced fire and explosion protec-
tion for other industrial sectors too, such as steel mak-
ing and aluminium processing.

Environmental Protection

Operators of hydraulic equipment are responsible for 
ensuring that no harm is done to persons or to the envi-
ronment either during normal operations or as the result 
of a malfunction . By using a water-based hydraulic fluid 
plant safety can be improved not only when things are 
running normally but also when they go wrong. Thanks 
to their high level of biodegradability fluids from Fluid-
Competence therefore make a positive contribution to 
the environment. They are also suitable for use in con-

Fluid-Competence GmbH

Companies are having a radical re-think about 
how innovation can bring about a better envi-
ronment. The outcome of research and develop-
ment work at Fluid-Competence, for example, is 
providing new solutions for operators of hydraulic 
equipment. Performance and protection are now 
the key priorities for water-based hydraulic fluids. 
These products also perform better in terms of fire 
prevention, environmental protection and work-
ers’ health and safety. 

Eco-friendly prod-
ucts from Fluid-
Competence are 
the result of many 
years of experience 
in the deep mining 
industry.

Water-hydraulic products from Fluid-Competence  
are suitable for maritime applications.
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Contact: 
Fluid-Competence GmbH
Wideystrasse 36
59174 Kamen 
Germany
+49 2307 20 19 13-0
www.fluid-competence.de
info@fluid-competence.de

Fluid-Competence GmbH
struction equipment, in handling and conveying equip-
ment and in agricultural and forestry machinery, as well 
as in hydraulic engineering applications. Machines and 
vehicles of this kind often operate on surfaces where any 
hydraulic leakage is likely to allow fluids to seep into the 
ground.

Health and Safety Protection

Products supplied by Fluid-Competence contain no 
unsafe additives and therefore meet the highest possi-
ble health and safety standards. Fire risk is also much 
reduced thanks to a high fire-resistance rating, while the 
excellent ecotoxicological properties are of significant 
benefit in the event of a fluid spill or leakage.

Applications

 ▶ Surface and underground mining
 ▶ Steel making 
 ▶ Chemical industry 
 ▶ Paper making 
 ▶ Water industry 
 ▶ Waste management 
 ▶ Agriculture and forestry 
 ▶ Construction sector 
 ▶ Logistics 

About Fluid-Competence GmbH
Fluid-Competence GmbH is an owner-managed company with decades 
of experience in the development and manufacture of innovative hy-
draulic fluids. 

YOUR MACHINES
OUR HYDRAULIC LIQUIDS

Fluid-Competence GmbH
info@fl uid-competence.de
fl uid-competence.de

SYSTEM PROTECTION
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
HEALTH PROTECTION
FIRE PROTECTION

APPLICATIONS: SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND MINING, STEEL MAKING, 
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, PAPER INDUSTRY, WATER INDUSTRY, WASTE MANAGEMENT, 

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY, CONSTRUCTION SECTOR, LOGISTICS

Application of the 
products in the 
logistics sector

https://www.fluid-competence.de/
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Taking a segmented approach  
to tunnel renovation

Many of the buildings and structures in the city of 
Tbilisi, which local Georgians still refer to as Tiflis, 
suffered major damage and neglect during the years of 
unrest that followed on from the collapse of the USSR 
in the early 1990s. This included one of the city’s 
metro tunnels that was subsequently the subject of a 
renovation project as part of the ongoing extension of 
Metro  Line 2. The tunnel in question was originally 
lined with steel tubbings – a technique that was widely 
used several decades ago both in the Soviet Union and 
elsewhere.

After many years of neglect some fairly extensive re-
construction work was required along the five kilometres 
or so of tunnel before the structure could be incorporated 
in the current metro line: the initial challenge was to stop 
the leaks that were a frequent occurrence along the tun-
nel route, some involving a major ingress of water – often 
caused by longitudinal water conductivity combined with 
leaking tubbing seals almost the entire length of the tun-
nel. The problems caused by the leaks in the tubbing struc-
ture itself were aggravated by the condition of the annular 
gap around the tubbing rings, which had also suffered 
enormously over the  years: the cement that had originally 
been applied to this ring space had simply disappeared in 
many areas. One of the biggest challenges facing the reno-
vation engineers was how to deal with the large volumes 
of water entering the tunnel and the very high water pres-
sures that were still present within the structure. 

One possible option for carrying out the re-sealing 
and repair work would in theory have involved the fit-
ting of a temporary tunnel seal followed by the instal-
lation of a suitably sized watertight inner lining. Not 
only would this solution have entailed a huge logistical 
outlay but also the addition of a watertight lining would 
have significantly reduced the tunnel’s useable cross sec-
tion; moreover, with this type of system the cracks and 
fissures that the erosion process had created around the 
circumference of the tunnel would be left untreated.

This approach having been rejected it was finally de-
cided to employ a technique based on the application of 
various injection methods and grouts. This combination, 
which was designed to create a reliable seal all around the 
outer face of the tunnel, would also effectively fill in the 
cavities that had developed in a number of places.

The key aspect of this engineering solution was 
that it would be implemented in two stages. In the first 

TPH Bausysteme GmbH

By applying a specific selection of synthetic and 
mineral grouts and injecting them into the ring 
gap using a clever combination of different tech-
niques engineers in Georgia were able to reclaim 
a rail tunnel  that had lain neglected for decades.

Fig. 1: Bulkheads divide the tunnel up into individual 
segments

Fig. 2: Backfilling the bulkhead interspaces 
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phase the tunnel was to be segmented into individual 
and more easily manageable sections. This meant plac-
ing external bulkheads around the tunnel circumfer-
ence. This would be followed by the second stage of the 
operation, namely the segmented filling of the annular 
gap with plastics reinforced cements, supported if nec-
essary by the selective sealing of the tubbing joints and 
the use of polyurethane resins to fill any holes found in 
the tubbing rings.

Segmentation
Because of the presence of a number of highly perme-
able zones along the repair route the first stage of the op-
eration was to divide the entire length of the tunnel up 
into individual segments, each being effectively sealed 
off from its neighbour (Fig. 1). This involved carrying 
out a series of ring-shaped injections straight through 
the tubbing elements. To this effect sets of steel packers 
were placed in the tubbing rings at a vertical distance 
of about half a metre apart. By gauging the geological 
conditions and water pressure levels silicate and poly-
urethane-based resin material could then be injected 
through the packers, working at all times from the bot-
tom upwards and alternating from one side of the tun-
nel to the other. This served to create a fairly uniform 
bulkhead of sealing material around the outside of the 
tunnel wall.  

By repeating this process at a distance of about 10 m 
away it was then possible to create another external 
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bulkhead seal. This repetitive operation gradually re-
sulted in the segregation of 10 m-long sections of tunnel 
whose external walls were sealed off from the preced-
ing and following segments. Each of these separate seg-
ments could then be treated individually, allowing the 
formation of the external seal to be optimally designed 
to suit the particular circumstances pertaining in the 
segment in question.

Material Requirements
As well as finding a material with a reaction rate fast 
enough to cope with the prevailing water pressure lev-
els it was also crucial to select a type of injection grout 
with a high ultimate compressive strength, as the large 
number of segmentation rings being created would later 
become part of the permanent annular gap. This was 
an important factor, given the high number of rings in-
volved, as just one single leaking ring would constitute 
a potential weak point in the overall structure. All the 
materials being used also had to meet strict environ-
mental requirements as they were being put to use in 
the groundwater zone of a major city.

Ring-gap Injection
The backfilling of the external faces of the segments 
(Fig. 2) was mainly undertaken using mineral-based 
materials (cements) whose flow and setting properties 
could be adjusted by the selective and controlled incor-
poration of polymer-based additives. This meant, for ex-

https://www.tph-bausysteme.com/
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ample, that the cement could be processed as a precise, 
segment-specific thixotropic mixture, thereby producing 
the optimum ‚creamy‘ texture that would be perfect for 
the backfilling operation while at the same time prevent-
ing any uncontrolled escape of material (Fig. 3).

The backfilling work was carried out with steel pack-
ers inserted straight through the tubbing rings, these be-
ing placed alternately on one side of the tunnel and then 
on the other, working from the bottom upwards (Fig. 4) 
over the entire length of the segment. This meant that 
any further leaks in the tubbing rings or joints could be 

Fig. 3: A great combination: plastic and cement

Fig. 4: Ring-shaped injection pattern from bottom to top

Fig. 5: Almost 5 km of tunnel successfully repaired

Contact: 
www.tph-bausysteme.com
info@tph-bausysteme.com

identified almost immediately, as water or grout would be 
seen escaping from the adjacent packers. The leaks could 
then be quickly and effectively sealed by silicate injection 
before continuing with the filling of the annular gap.

Summary
The successful conclusion of the tunnel renovation pro-
ject (Fig. 5) shows that there is essentially no longer an 
‚either or‘ when it comes to making a cost-effective, ex-
peditious and logistically efficient choice of materials: 
when combined skilfully and applied by an experienced 
engineering team mineral and synthetic building mate-
rials can together perform a valuable service in the reno-
vation and repair of structures that could otherwise not 
be reclaimed at a reasonable cost.
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